We consider transient continuous time Markov chains P(t), with -Pf/(0) = qiWij for ij£j and -g t -for i ~j. We assume 0 <#»• < <*> for all i. Then l/g t -is the mean time the process remains in state i, and it is the transition matrix of the imbedded jump process. We let g be a diagonal matrix with diagonal entries g*.
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A
nonnegative function h is P(t)-excessive (invariant) if h^P(i)h t (h = P(t)h) for all /. It is r-superregular (regular) if h^irh Qi -irh).
Our main results characterize the excessive functions of the minimal process in terms of q and T. These results can also be used to characterize excessive functions of certain nonminimal processes.
Let , the "A-process" with h = r. Let v* be the probability that P min started at i stops in finite time, and v h be the corresponding vector for an A-process. We show that if h is minimal, 7r-regular, then 1^ = 0 or 1. This defines a partition: B~B 8 -{-Bf into slow (i> A = 0) and fast (v h = l) boundary points. This partition differs from the customary active-passive classification, in that the criterion is applied to ^-processes. If we write r = r 8 +rf, integrating separately over B 9 and B f , then r 8 is P min -invariant and r/ is a P minpotential (P min (t)r f -->Q). Thus r is a P min -potential if and only if fi r (B 9 ) = 0. This potential is of class D (Meyer) if and only if ix h is absolutely continuous with respect to p. Thus we obtain many simple examples of nonclass D potentials.
These results are extended to a class of "instantaneous return processes' 7 associated with a given w and q. We obtain both criteria for a function to be excessive (in terms of q, w, and the return probabilities), and a representation of the excessive functions. 
